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Abstract. Open Science Graphs (OSGs) are scientific knowledge graphs repre-
senting different entities of the research lifecycle (e.g. projects, people, research 
outcomes, institutions) and the relationships among them. They present a contex-
tualized view of current research that supports discovery, re-use, reproducibility, 
monitoring, transparency and omni-comprehensive assessment. A Data Manage-
ment Plan (DMP) contains information concerning both the research processes 
and the data generated and/or re- they 
are missing automated solutions and workflows to connect DMPs with the actual 
data and other contextual information (e.g., publications, fundings). In an open 
and FAIR-enabling research ecosystem that is currently being realised, infor-
mation linking between research processes and research outputs is essential. Ar-
gos tool for data management planning directly contributes to the OpenAIRE RG 
and utilises its underlying services and sources to progressively automate valida-
tion and monitoring of Research Data Management (RDM) practices. 
This paper provides insight to Argos DMP service integrations with OpenAIRE 
and the Research Data Alliance (RDA) that populate RGs with DMP entities and 
relationships and strengthen information exchange in a standard way. 
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1 Introduction 

1[7] data management re-
sulted in new demands for responsible research conduct, affecting traditional practices 
followed by stakeholders and posing/ claiming a dynamic cultural shift in science, glob-
ally. In this effort, research data services are built or reformed to apply and/ or to enable 
best practices for responsible data management to be performed. In Europe, responsible 
data management is considered a vital part of Open Science incorporated in Framework 
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Programmes (Horizon2020, HorizonEurope), policy documents (Recommendation on 
access to and preservation of scientific information)[13] and implementation actions 
(European Open Science Cloud)[2]. Researchers and students whose grants or gradua-
tions heavily rely on compliance with Research Data Management (RDM) mandates 
are expected to embrace and thrive in the new paradigm of Open Science. In this con-
text, one way RDM can be supported is through the use of tools that facilitate the writ-
ing of Data Management Plans (DMPs). DMPs hold information about novel datasets 
(including raw and auxiliary data) that are produced, but also about data that are re-
used for the purpose of a scientific mission/ project. DMPs offer valuable documenta-
tion regarding how data have been handled, processed, curated, published and pre-
served throughout a data management lifecycle and therefore serve as the bridge to 
reproducibility of research and reusability of data by other researchers and interested 
parties, such as SMEs, easing their further and long-term exploitation.  

Open Science Graphs (OSGs) are scientific knowledge graphs representing different 
entities of the research lifecycle (e.g. projects, people, research outcomes, institutions) 
and the relationships among them. They present a contextualized view of current re-
search that supports discovery, re-use, reproducibility, monitoring, transparency and 
omni-comprehensive assessment [1]. They provide insight on the wealth of information 
in Open Science environments which, according to RDA, can be classified to at least 
the following subsets: thematic graphs, citation graphs and monitoring graphs2. Exam-
ples of Open Science Graphs are Open Citations3, which focuses on bibliographic and 
citation data; Research Graph4, which connects scientific literature, research data, pro-
ject grants and researchers; the Open Research Knowledge Graph, which focuses on 
research papers and the knowledge available in their full-texts; the FREYA PID Graph5, 
which includes interlinked entities provided they are assigned a persistent identifier; 
and the OpenAIRE Research Graph (OpenAIRE RG)6[5], which includes descriptive 
metadata, provenance metadata and links between research results of any kind (litera-
ture, software, datasets, and other), organisations, grants, research communities and in-
frastructures. 

Capturing DMPs in OSGs unlocks new potentials, from discovery to curation and 
contextualisation of information that is carried out in their context. OSGs are enriched 
with new entities and new relationships that reveal links between DMPs and other en-
tities, such as datasets or metadata, depending on the depth and detail that the respective 
OSGs goes into. In turn, having those processes in place, provides a good base for 
monitoring DMPs and assessing their impact as they form a rich resource for exploring 
RDM trends, e.g. how RDM is perceived and practiced at a given moment in time, 
about services and how they contribute to RDM best practices and to literacy of re-
searchers etc. 

 
2  Open Science Graphs for FAIR data Interest Group: https://www.rd-alli-

ance.org/groups/open-science-graphs-fair-data-ig 
3  https://opencitations.net/ 
4  https://researchgraph.org/ 
5  https://www.project-freya.eu/en 
6  https://graph.openaire.eu 
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2 Argos and the OpenAIRE Research Graph 

In the open and FAIR-enabling research ecosystem that is being realised, infor-
mation linking between research processes and outputs is essential. A DMP contains 
information concerning the terms and means under which data are utilized or generated 
throughou
nect it to other useful information such as publications and funding information, thus 
enabling the creation of complete and coherent research information entities. This is 
where Argos DMP service7 [6] thrives by generating machine-actionable DMP outputs 
(ma-DMPs) [12]. Also, because Argos directly contributes to one of the existing OSGs, 
the OpenAIRE RG, and utilises OpenAIRE services for bringing together all the bits of 
information, aiming to progressively automate the processes that contribute to enhanc-
ing the information integrity and the validity of European research.  

There is rapid development of DMP tools, deployed by funders or institutions, that 
embed DMPs in RDM lifecycles and offer support and training throughout the process 
of data management and documentation. Those tools differ at conceptual (e.g. target 
audience, functionalities, cost) and/ or technical (e.g. data model, technology) levels. 
Despite aforementioned differences and deviations, most DMP tools are gradually 
moving towards applying the Research Data Alliance (RDA) standard8 (RDA standard 
hereinafter) for interoperability and machine-actionability with successful examples 
being, among others but not limited to Argos, Data Stewardship Wizard9 and the 
DMPonline10. 

The long term machine-actionability vision of Argos encompasses a wide range of 
other features and is based on standards and interoperability. Among those features are: 
(semi)automated realisation of DMP terms and statements, such as publication or post-
ing of data into designated repositories, along with corresponding licensing and terms 
information; validation of DMP claims, such as compliance with metadata standards, 
presence in repositories, access terms etc; awareness of contributors and authors by 
notifications and approval and many more. 

Focusing on cultivating responsible data professionals and researchers and in sup-
port of RDM mandates, OpenAIRE and EUDAT CDI11 joined efforts to deliver an open 
platform for Data Management Planning, the OpenDMP software12, that addresses pre-
vailing requirements and challenges. Argos (argos.openaire.eu) is an instance of the 
OpenDMP open source software, configured in the OpenAIRE ecosystem, and is avail-
able through the OpenAIRE Service catalogue13 and the European Open Science Cloud 
(EOSC)14. Argos assists the Open Science and FAIR RDM community by applying 

 
7  https://argos.openaire.eu/splash/ 
8  https://github.com/RDA-DMP-Common/RDA-DMP-Common-Standard 
9  https://ds-wizard.org/ 
10  https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk/ 
11  https://eudat.eu/eudat-cdi 
12  https://gitlab.eudat.eu/dmp/OpenAIRE-EUDAT-DMP-service-pilot/-/tree/master; Wiki 

page: https://gitlab.eudat.eu/dmp/OpenAIRE-EUDAT-DMP-service-pilot/-/wikis/home 
13  http://catalogue.openaire.eu/service/openaire.argos 
14  https://providers.eosc-portal.eu/service/openaire.argos 
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common standards for interoperable, machine-actionable DMPs as defined by the 
global RDA and by communicating and cooperating with researchers, research com-
munities (e.g. ARIADNEPlus15) and funders (e.g. CHIST-ERA16) to better reflect on 
their needs.  

Argos features three editors: the DMP Editor and the Dataset editor to accommodate 
documentation of more than one datasets per DMP, and the Template editor that allows 
to define personalised structures for DMPs. An example is the H2020 DMPs template 
[11] that can be used in Argos to create DMPs for projects funded under the European 
Commission H2020 framework programmes [4]. 

 

Fig. 1. Argos model in brief 

The DMP editor presents the context for the DMPs creation containing questions 
that address core information about it, such as the DMP scope, the funding behind the 
given research, responsible actors, etc. The Dataset editor presents the steps and pro-
cesses followed when managing and handling the data concentrating on questions that 
show, for example, how Open and FAIR principles have been applied throughout the 
data lifecycle. That way, Argos becomes more inclusive and flexible as research 
evolves and new demands arise. It allows datasets to be described separately, per type 
of data (e.g. a DMP may contain a description of a sensitive dataset and a description 
of a simulation dataset, etc) and / or per scientific discipline (e.g. a DMP may contain 
a description of a linguistics dataset and a description of an archaeological dataset, etc), 
and offers the possibility for descriptions of datasets to be copied and re-used in other 
DMPs within its platform. The Template editor is visible only to service administrators, 
who have specific rights to add new templates, modify existing ones and set the rules 

 
15  The European research community for archaeological research: https://ariadne-infrastruc-

ture.eu/ 
16  A European network of funding organisations: https://www.chistera.eu/ 
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and conditions for the fields that they include in their templates (e.g. mandatory fields, 
types of input supported, such as APIs17, etc). The Template editor is a key enabler of 
compatibility with the RDA standard as it incorporates a mechanism that maps Argos 
fields contained in templates to RDA dataset entities. Additionally, Argos allows values 
in DMPs to be fetched from external APIs like OpenAIRE APIs and ORCID18 API. 
Special attention is given to the handling of data that are being re-used by utilising the 
OpenAIRE API to provide links with the host as well as with the dataset files.  

 

Fig. 2. DMP Lifecycle in Argos 

 of a predefined number of internal states fol-
lowed by versioning and publication mechanisms. A DMP is in draft state while being 
composed, and while draft it might be either validated (i.e. passing all the requirements 
of the dataset templates that each of its contained datasets conform to) or non-validated, 
which is computed substate. Validated DMPs can advance to a finalized state, where 
editing is restricted, unless the DMP is reverted to draft again. The DMP may be pub-
lished both internally, i.e. listing of published DMPs offered by the service, or exter-
nally. As shown in figure 2, Argos is fully integrated with Zenodo19, the catch-all re-
pository of OpenAIRE hosted by CERN, and thus offers the option to publish DMPs 
as outputs in an open and FAIR manner, by assigning DOIs20 and licenses and by sup-
porting DMPs as living documents through versioning. Once a DOI is issued from Ze-
nodo, reverting a DMP to draft state is not possible and a new version must be created 
in order to add modifications. Following one cycle of publication, new versions of a 

 
17  Application Programming Interfaces 
18  ORCID https://orcid.org/ 
19  Zenodo https://zenodo.org 
20  Digital Object Identifiers 
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DMP may be created and linked to their predecessor ones, while the latter continue to 
survive in the system for reference. 

3 Methodology 

The process of integrating Argos with the OpenAIRE Research Graph starts with 
mapping data models between OpenAIRE, Argos and RDA standard and identifying 
commonalities and differences in the way entities and properties are captured and ex-
pressed in each setting. Then, identified gaps and weaknesses are reported and weighted 
against levels of complexity to address them. Prioritization leads to implementation of 
new entities and properties in both Argos and the OpenAIRE RG, and to acknowledg-
ment of additional potentials in information exchange between them to be tackled as 
their joint efforts continue. 

Argos applies the RDA standard to deliver DMP outputs that are by design produced 
in a standard way and can be further exploited in other RDA-compliant DMP platforms. 
By doing so, it prevents information loss and facilitates a seamless/ uninterrupted re-
search conduct that maximises researchers freedom to switch between DMP providers 
throughout a research lifecycle. In applying the standard, a mapping activity of entities 
and properties was performed between Argos data model and the RDA standard. The 
outcome of this activity was then further examined against the OpenAIRE ecosystem 
and complemented with mapping to the OpenAIRE data model [5]. The aim was to 
understand what information is already captured by the RG and how Argos enriches it 
according to the standard, but also independent of it. 

The mapping between the three models has been analysed to identify the level of 
alignment of the models and understand if any of the models could not accommodate 
information available in the others. The gap analysis can be considered as the starting 
point for planning possible updates to the model to ensure interoperability and inter-
linking of DMPs in the OpenAIRE Research Graph.   

The OpenAIRE RG already includes metadata about DMPs that is made available 
by few content providers (mainly Zenodo)  as records compliant to the OpenAIRE 
guidelines [9,10]. The mappings are also analysed to report about possible new rela-
tionships and properties that are not currently included in DMP metadata records but 
that are instead available in machine actionable DMPs like those produced by Argos. 

Of particular interest is the RDA Hackathon21 that was organized in May 2020, pro-
vided the opportunity for active conversation among DMP providers and the RDA com-
munity (Active Data Management Plans IG22). Argos winning the Hackathon acceler-
ated advancements in terms of interoperability and machine-actionability, also with re-
spect to integrations with the OpenAIRE RG. 

 
21  RDA Hackathon on ma-DMPs: https://github.com/RDA-DMP-Common/hackathon-2020. A 

full report from Argos participation in the Hackathon will be published by the Data Science 
Journal (https://datascience.codata.org/). 

22  https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/active-data-management-plans.html 
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4 First outcomes 

The mapping activity23 between Argos, OpenAIRE RG and the RDA standard mod-
els revealed common entities, properties, and relationships, while observed for major 
deviations in cardinality to be avoided.  

Also, it should be noted that, in order to conform to the needs of ma-DMP fixed 
schema, without losing the versatility of its templating mechanism, Argos software fol-
lows an approach that engages an extensible mechanism for attaching export format 
converters (ma-DMP being one of them) and semantic tagging of template elements 
that can be u - -DMP converter makes use of its 
knowledge of the fixed part of Argos data model as well as attributes attached to various 
dataset description fields in order to pick the data required for a ma-DMP file. 

4.1 Mapping between OpenAIRE RG and RDA standard 

 
The analysis of the mapping between the model of OpenAIRE and the RDA standard 

shows that: 

 Most of the ma-DMP entities can be mapped directly to the OpenAIRE RG (see fig. 
3). 

 The following properties of the DMP entity can be directly mapped into the Open-
AIRE Research Graph: identifier (DMP_id), title, date of creation and modification, 
description. 

 Contact and contributor can be mapped into the OpenAIRE RG with the loss of email 
information.  

 There are entities that are completely absent in the OpenAIRE model. These are: 
cost indicating total expenditure for data management; metadata schemas showing 
how datasets are described. 

 The dataset entity, including its properties, can not directly fit in the OpenAIRE RG 
due to data type, cardinality or missing information. 

 There is a need for new entities, properties and relationships to be included in the 
RG thus facilitating information exchange with ma-DMPs. 

 
23  A close comparison of mapping entities and properties can be found at: https://ti-

nyurl.com/yyakntc9. 
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Fig. 3. RDA standard and the OpenAIRE Research Graph Model 

The OpenAIRE RG already includes metadata about DMPs that are made available 
by few content providers (mainly Zenodo) as records compliant to the OpenAIRE 
guidelines. Metadata includes properties and relationships that are useful for findability 
(persistent identifiers), accessibility (landing pages and download URLs of different 
versions of DMPs, access right information), citation and discovery (bibliographic 
metadata properties), and for tracking (links to funding grants and involved organisa-
tions). For the proper typing of DMPs, OpenAIRE exploits the COAR vocabulary 

24 in the latest release. Zenodo also introduced 

deposition. While DMPs were 
typing enables the clear identification of DMPs on Zenodo and on the OpenAIRE Re-
search Graph. Thanks to the adoption of the COAR vocabulary in the COAR network, 
it is expected that the number of DMPs available in OpenAIRE will grow in the next 
months. 

The main gap can be identified in the different granularity used for the project entity 
in the OpenAIRE model and the project entity in Argos and the RDA standard. In the 
OpenAIRE model the project entity represents a grant, which corresponds to the Argos 
and RDA standard entity called Funding. The Project entity intended as in Argos and 
RDA standard (i.e. a research activity that can be funded by several grants) is not 

 
24  http://vocabularies.coar-repositories.org/pubby/resource_type/c_ab20.html 
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present in the OpenAIRE data model. The OpenAIRE Research Graph features a dedi-

type of relationship can exist between projects and research products of any type (pub-
lications, datasets, software and other types of research products), and is currently used 
by OpenAIRE to model the association between DMPs and project grants. Considering 
the importance assigned by funders to DMPs (e.g. for H2020 grants, the DMPs is a 

and to support the development of added-value services on top of machine actionable 
DMPs, the OpenAIRE Research Graph will include a relationship with a dedicated se-

RDA ontology [3], the relationship will be re-defined because the domain and range do 
not correspond, as previously discussed. 

As shown also in figure 3, the DMP cost information is not present in the OpenAIRE 
data model. Cost information is not crucial to improve the level of FAIRness of DMPs 
or datasets, but it might enable analysis about data management costs useful to funders, 
organisations, and project administrators. 

Interestingly, the DMPs that are currently available in the OpenAIRE Research 
Graph do not include explicit links to the datasets they refer to. Clearly, such links may 
not exist when the first version of a DMP is published - because the datasets may not 
yet exist -, but the expectation is that the datasets are made available during the life-
time of the project. Thanks to the different versions of the DMPs, therefore, it would 
be possible for OpenAIRE to add relationships with specific semantics between a DMP 
and the referred datasets. The relationships available in the OpenAIRE Research Graph, 
inspired from CERIF [8] and Datacite25, do not include a specific semantics that could 
depict the association between a DMP and its datasets. OpenAIRE is therefore planning 

of the RDA standard [3], and a corresponding inverse relationship, which is instead not 
defined in the standard, to link data  

A final potential for OpenAIRE is identified in the Dataset metadata available in ma-
DMPs. Dataset metadata includes information about ethics, security, quality, and 
preservation that are not currently considered in the OpenAIRE guidelines[9,10] and, 
therefore, in the OpenAIRE data model. Those kinds of information are potentially use-
ful to studies about responsible research and may be integrated to serve specific analysis 
or use cases related to RRI (Responsible Research & Innovation) monitoring. 

4.2 Mapping between Argos and RDA standard 

The mapping highlighted the need for updates in Argos in order to be fully compliant 
to the RDA standard and strengthen its ma-DMPs. These are: 

 Contact, to expose email information of the DMP creator 
 Cost, to provide information about expenditure per dataset and DMP (total) 

 
25  https://support.datacite.org/docs/relationtype_for_citation 
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 Language, to include in DMPs and datasets 
 License, to accommodate access rights imposed by start_date property 

Additional observations with respect to Argos are: 

 Host property is available via authoritative sources 
 Accommodates some entities on the level of datasets and not on the level of DMPs, 

e.g. ethical_issues_exist 

Moreover, a topic that occupied the attention of the Argos was around pre-filling of 
DMPs, especially focusing on the handling of information concerning re-used datasets 
in DMP templates. This is a complex and sensitive subject which displays differences 
according to: 

i. the purpose and context of the DMP creation: which most of the time fulfil re-
quirements set in RDM policies enforced by funders or institutions. An example could 
be institutions integrating their own services on a DMP template and  pre-filling it with 

common example in RDM policies is the definition of the institutional repository where 
the datasets will reside. However, even in that case, there are dependencies concerning, 
among other things, the model of the DMP tool used (for allowing information to be 
inferred in a template) and the type of data documented (new or re-used datasets). 

ii. the time of the DMP lifecycle when the pre-filling takes place: it is inevitable that 
DMPs at the start of a scientific mission/ project have less information to offer than at 
the course of the mission/ project when data activities are underway, or even at the end 
when activities are completed and concrete outputs have been derived. There are dif-
ferences between new versus re-used data. Existing datasets can be easily claimed by a 
repository or registry and return back metadata about their title, authors, formats, li-
censes assigned to them, etc. This information can be pre-filled in the DMP tool and 
respective institutional DMP templates from inferred sources. On the other hand, this 
is not the case for new datasets which have not been described or deposited following 
Open and FAIR practices, yet. 

5 Conclusion 

The paper aimed to provide a case study of how machine actionable DMPs can be 
contextualised and exploited in a Linked Open Data environment. The LOD environ-
ment used for this activity was the OpenAIRE Research Graph. Argos, the OpenAIRE 
DMP service, contributed to this work by paving the way to exposing ma-DMPs in 
OpenAIRE.  

The paper explained how Argos is structured, how it applies the RDA standard to 
increase interoperability and machine-actionability of its outputs, how it integrates with 
other services to increase openness and FAIRness of its output, to finally show how it 
operates in the OpenAIRE ecosystem and how it enriches the OpenAIRE RG. This is 
an ongoing effort between Argos and the OpenAIRE RG, supported thanks to the Open-
AIRE API providing information about organizations, data sources and datasets, 
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obtained by collecting metadata records from more than 12K trusted scholarly commu-
nication sources (including Datacite, Crossref, re3data, OpenDOAR, Grid.ac).  

Work highlighted the areas needed to be strengthened in both Argos and OpenAIRE 
in order to accommodate the RDA standard as well as to populate the RG with DMP 
entities and create links with other outputs. Observations made during the mapping ac-
tivity of entities and properties between the three data models of Argos, OpenAIRE and 

able to be found in more abstract/ general fields of OpenAIRE or Argos though di-
verged in cardinality and / or data type; some information might still be covered by 
Argos DMP outputs as they enter the OpenAIRE RG or tweaked to accommodate the 
needs of maDMPs documentation or, rarely, they may be omitted in information ex-
change. OpenAIRE, also, highlighted the value added in contextualising ma-DMPs as 
they contain structured and specialised information, especially about datasets, which 
can not be found in original / traditional DMP documents. Searching OpenAIRE for 
DMP outputs outside Argos, showed that DMPs are still typed as generic publications 
or reports, and not as data management plans. The introduction of a specific term for 

tus, although the adoption of the new term may take some time to be wide-spread. 
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